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Technical Field

The present invention relates to an object based computer system. An object based computer system
is one which comprises several software components or "objects". The term 'obiect—based' can mean that
the system is written using an object-oriented programming language, such as C+ +. Alternatively, a more
conventional procedural programming language may be used in such a way as to portray the system to a

user as comprising a collection of objects each of which has its own functionality and is able to interact with
other objects in the system. Either approach can be taken in connection with the present invention. In any
case. the present invention reiates to a system which has an object oriented user interface.

The principles of object-oriented programming are now well-known and widely practised. Only a short
introduction to the pn‘nciples will be given here.

A software object has its own data and associated methods. The system operates by objects sending
"messages" to one another eg. data. instructions. requests etc. Generally. an object can be regarded as a
discrete entity eg. it can incividually be moved. copied. destroyed etc, and each object has a unique
identifier.

When designing an object based system, as an optimisation feature it is possible to define a
hierarchical classification system of class objects in which class objects lower down the hierarchy (sub-
classes) "inherit" characteristics from their superclasses. An example from the field of biology is shown in
Figure A.

The Class Object Animate has certain data and methods associated with it which are generic to all
Animal Objects. Its sub-classes. Class Object Vertebrates and Class Object Invertebrates inherit the
characteristics of their superclass Animals and. in addition. each contains extra data andlor methods
specific to their specific sub-class and so on down the classification tree. Each of the links in Fig A is an
“AKO” (a kind of) link. eg. a mammal is a kind at vertebrate and a primate is a kind of mammal.

When it is desired to create an instance of a class. eg. a particular Kangaroo called Hoppy. this can be
done by taking a copy of a Kangaroo Class Object and specifying Hoppy's characteristics of interest. eg.
height, weight or whatever. The Hoppy Object has an "ISA" (is a) link to the Kangaroo Class Object.

Such a system reduces the amount of code needing to be written for new objects since objects
automatically use generic code of superclasses (AKO Links) and relevant Class Objects (ISA Links).
A reference for further information on the advantages and underlying principles of object based systems is
Object oriented design with applications - Grady Booch. ISBN 0-8053-0091-0. An example of an object
based software product is Hewlett-Packard's NewWave Environment. A useful reference is the NewWave
General Information Manual for Software Developers. Reference No. 5952-2667.

As well as ISA and AKO links which may be inherent in the system design there may be other kinds of
specific object links designed into a system. A link between two objects normally takes the form of one or
both of the objects having a reference to the other one. One type of link which is a feature of Hewlett-
Packard,s NewWave software is a "parent-child“ or "containership" link (or sometimes referred to as a
"Ownership" link). A parent-child link has several properties. It is existence-preserving ie. an object will not
be destroyed while it is a child of some other object. Parent-child links also have an effect on move and
copy operations eg. copying a child object automatically causes the copy object to have links to the same
parent objectts) as the original objects. In NewWave software. an object can have parent links to more than
one other object.

An object may comprise two parts - one to hold semantic data and the other to hold presentation data.
As used herein. a "semantic object" or a "semantic part" of an object is an object or object part which has
stored data and which is. by virtue of the stored data, persistent. A “presentation object“ or "presentation
part" is created to present to a user the data of a semantic object or semantic object part and has no
persistence in the system on termination of the user session.

A large number of commercially available systems now possess a windows-based graphical user
interface. A system can be arranged so that software windows are also treated as objects and have inter
object links with other windows.

In this specification. when there is a risk of confusion between window objects and other objects the
latter will be termed “semantic objects". Generally. however. the term "object" means “semantic object".

Brief Description of Prior Art

There are several object-based software products already on the market and in use. These include
object-based languages. such as C+ 4-. enabling programmers to write object-based applications; object-
based environments. such as Hewlett-Packard's NewWave. enabling software developers to implement
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applications using the object-based environment. and object-based applications software. such as AmiPro
word processing software. written for specific business applications.

Systems exist which allow users to define tasks to be handled by a software application. These tend to
be one of two types:

i) high-level programming languages which are written specifically for a particuhr field of application and
tailored to Suit that application eg. Hewlett-Packard's NewWave Agent Task Language;

ii) systems which allow a user to perform a sequence of actions and which subsequently repeat or
emulate this sequence eg. Hewlett-Packard‘s NewWave Agent Task Recorder or Microsoft Windows
Recorder application.
Problems exist with both of the approaches described above. The key problem with the first approach is

that it is one which requires the skills of specialists in the particular programming language and it is not an
approach available in practice to the non-programmer.

The key problem with the second approach is that it is limited to very specific activities and is therefore
rather restricted in scope.

Generally speaking, software packages are becoming increasing rich in functionality. However this
additional functionality is not always exactly what is required by users. What is lacking in the marketplace is
software which the non-programming user can employ to define the functionality required to meet specific
user needs. This is what the present invention aims to provide.

According to the present invention we provide an object based-computer system comprising means for
storing objects. handling inter-object messaging and object processing and a graphical user interface for
representing objects to a user comprising:

a first class of object for holding user data andior performing an application-level function and which is
capable of maintaining references to other objects;

a second class of object for acting as an intermediary between two objects of the first class so as to
transfer another object between the two objects of the first class:

a user interface enabling a user to select objects of the first class and to link these together using
objects of the second class in order to configure a user-defined task. and

means for transferring objects between objects of the first class via objects of the second class in a
manner so that the progress of such transfers is indicated graphically to the user.

A system according to the present invention has the advantage that it permits a user to configure tasks
to be performed by the system and allows a user to monitor the progress of tasks being performed. In this
way. user interaction with the system is facilitated and. in addition, any problems can be identified quickly.

A system according to the present invention has the further advantage that objects can be transferred
between other objects via an intermediary object so that the objects on the giving and receiving ends of the
transfer need not know each others identity in order for the transfer to take place.

Another advantage of using intermediary objects for transferring objects between other objects is that

this provides a degree of buffering as will be more fully explained in the description of an implementation of
the present invention which follows.

Preferably, the system comprises a mechanism for recognising user input events concerning the
intermediary objects and for responding to such events whilst user-defined tasks are being performed. This
feature enables a user to interact with the system during operation 99. a user can choose to select an
object and to ‘drop' it directly onto an intermediary object. In this regard the system is not restricted to
operating in only one of two possible modes. namely configuration by a user and execution of a task.

In the embodiment to be described an intermediary object is configured to accept an object directly as
a result of a specified user action as well as from an object of the first class. In that case the specified user
action is to drag the object across the screen and drop it onto an intermediary object. This feature provides
greater flexibility for a user to bypass elements in a process as required.

In addition, in the embodiment to be described an intermediary object is configured so that an object
can be removed therefrom by a user. This feature allows a user to remove an object from an intermediary
object in order to transfer it somewhere else. In practice. this may be achieved by the user clicking on the

object and dragging it off the intermediary object.
Preferably, the system comprises means for animating the display of the progress of transferring an

object via an intermediary object. In the embodiment to be described an intermediary object is configured
for holding a plurality 01 objects at one time.

Preferably. the system comprises a plurality of intermediary objects having standardised behaviour. In
this way. the intermediary objects form buiicling blocks for interconnecting other components in a process
modelled by the system.
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In the embodiment to be described, the system is configured so that the transfer of objects via an
intermediary object proceeds as a background task whilst other operations are being performed. This
feature exploits the facilities available in known object-based and windows packages.

In a system according to the present invention, preferably one or more classes of object is designed to
support at least one generic semantic interface enabling persistent coupling between two objects which
both support the some generic semantic interface. By 'persistent' is meant that the coupling survives the
closing down of a user session. This feature has the advantage of reducing the interdependence of objects
in the system ie. objects need less intormation about other objects' capabilities, they just need to know
whether another object supports the relevant generic semantic intertace. In the embodiment to be
described. the capacity for a persistent coupling is represented to a user by a connector associated with an
object as visually displayed. In particular. input socket and output plug connectors will be described.

Brief Description of the Drawings

A specific embodiment of the present invention will now be described, by way of example. with
reterence to the accompanying drawings of which:

Figure 1 is a diagram showing the software components of a system according to the present invention:
Figure 2 shows an example presentation of a configuration of system objects:
Figure 3 is a diagram showing the ownership links for the objects of Figure 2;
Figure 4 shows a Pipe Component displayed at an angle;
Figure 5 shows a Mobile Object offset from a Pipe Gomponent:
Figures 6-48 show screens in a user session.

System Components

Figure 1 shows the software components in a distributed object based system 10 according to the
present invention. It should be noted that the present invention is also applicable to standalone systems.
The system 10 may run on networked personal computers each of which is provided with a hard disc. a
flexible disc and a networking card. Each personal computer is loaded with the following software:

operating system software 12. MSDOS in this example:
windows interface software 14, Microsoft Windows in this example;

local area networking software 16:
distributed message switching sottware 18:
an object based software environment 20, Hewlett-Packard NewWave in this example;
system objects 24.

System Objects

There are three classes of system objects 24, namely:

"Contigurer Objects"
"Mobile Objects“
"Activity Objects"

Each of these three main classes of object will be described in detail. Within these classes are sub-classes

of object having predetermined functionality and, of oeurse, in use specitic instances of these types of
object are created. First. in order to provide context for these descriptions, reference will be made to Figure
2 which represents an example ot a winddw seen by a user using a system according to the present
invention.

A window 26 of well-known type appearing on the user interface of a computer system comprises a
border 28. a title bar 30. a menu bar 32 and horizontal and vertical scroll bars 34 and 38 respectively.
Mobile Objects are represented by a simple icon. The user can use a mouse input device to select. drag.
and drop the icons representing Mobile Objects within the window 26. Activity Objects are also represented
by an icon in the window 26. The user can also use the mouse to select and drag Activity Objects within the
window 26. In the window 26 are displayed system objects in the form of icons as tollows:

Activity Objects: "Generator" 38
"Folder" 40
"Watcher" 42
“Actionsr” 44

Mobile Objects: “Form A" 46
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“Form B" 48

From the user viewpoint, there are two types of system object - 'static' objects (referred to here as 'Activity
Objects') and 'mobile‘ objects (referred to here as ‘Mobile Objects‘). Mobile Objects are generally passive
carriers of data. such as documents or forms. Mobile Objects may have data contents that are accessible
andior modifiable by other objects. Activity Objects are used to store and route Mobile Objects. and
sometimes to access and manipulate the data they carry. It is by establishing persistent relationships

between Activity Objects that support fora specific task can be built.
In this system persistent relationships between objects are presented and manipulated by a special

object called a Contigurer Object. Figure 2 shows the appearance of an open Configurer Object. displaying
the configuration it contains.

Hence sub-classes of Activity Objects are Generator. Folder. Watcher and Actioner objects, and specific

instances of these are shown in Figure 2.
Interconnecting the Generator 38 and Folder 40 is a first "Pipe Component“ 50. A second Pipe

Component 51 interconnects the Watcher 42 and the Actioner 44. The Pipe Components are not separate
objects but are each part of a Configurer Object.

Pipe Components must. however. have a more complex display within the configurer window. A Pipe
Component is shown as a line with an input socket 52 at one end. and an output plug 53 at the other.
Mobile Objects in the Pipe Component's queue are displayed in order along the length of the Pipe
Component, starting with the object at the head of the queue next to the output plug 53. The Pipe
Component normally displays the Mobile Objects so that they do not overlap each other. but are just butting
up to their neighbours. However. it this is not possible due to the large number ot Mobile Objects on the
Pipe Component. the Mobile Objects are displayed overlapping.

As Mobile Objects enter the Pipe Component. and are removed from it. the Pipe Component animates
the display of these Objects. When a Mobile Object lands on the Pipe Componem it starts moving towards
the output end of the Pipe Component. When a Mobile Object reaches the end of the Pipe Component. it
can be handed on to an Activity Object connected to the output plug 53 of the Pipe Component. If the
Activity Object is refusing to accept Mobile Objects. or there is no Activity Object connected. the Mobile
Objects are queued up at the end of the Pipe Component. The head of the queue is at the output plug 53 of
the Pipe Component. As more Mobile Objects arrive, and travel down the Pipe Component. they stop when
they reach the tail of the queue. As Mobile Objects are removed from the queue at the end of the Pipe
Component, the remaining Objects in the queue are shuffled up to fill up the gap.

For a Pipe Component within the wind0w 26, the user is able to:
1) Select the Pipe Component
2) Drag the whole Pipe Component
3) Drag the plug or socket at the end of a Pipe Component. The other and stays where it is. and the
body of the Pipe Component stretches between the tw0. If any Mobile Objects are in the queue, they
also move with the body of the Pipe Component.
4) Select a Mobile Object in the Pipe Component and drag it out of the Pipe Component‘s queue.
5) Drag a Mobile Object over a Pipe Component. and drop it onto the Pipe Component.

In this example, the system objects have been used to provide a network of Activity Objects
interconnected by Pipe Components along which Mobile Components can be transferred. The system
could. tor example. be one for processing stationery orders in a large organisation. Form A could be a
request for more memo paper and Form B could be an order for paper to be sent to an external supplier.

The inter-object messages referred to in the fol|0wing description are detailed in Appendix A. Appendix
A refers to the HIWOHD and LOWORD of parts of a message. In the present embodiment a single word (16
bits) and a double word (32bits) is available for specifying the message parameters. A double word is
available for specitying the return value of the message. The windowing software permits more than one
message to be accommodated in this double word and the LOWORD (lowest 16 bits) or HIWORD (highest
16 bits) can be retrieved selectively.

Configurer Objects

Oontigurer Objects are used to construct a processing system to suit user requirements. They are part
of the infrastructure of system objects and have standardised behaviour. Configurer Objects are container
objects which each have the capacity for containing a plurality of Pipe Components. Mobile Objects and
Activity Objects. In this embodiment. the contigurer objects are written in 0+ + using an object-oriented
design. Each of the Pipe Components is a C+ 4- object and each of the Mobile Objects and Activity
Objects are encapsulated as 0+ + objects. A NewWave object is often written as several C+ + objects. In
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this embodiment Pipe Components are examples of 0+ + objects forming part of a Configurer Object.
which is a NewWave object. To facilitate processing. representations of other NewWave objects. eg. Mobile
Objects and Activity Objects, are also included in Configurer Objects in the form of 0+ + objects. Such
0+ + objects form the focal point for communications between the Configurer Object and the NewWave
object which they represent. The C + + objects store certain data relating to their states. including a unique
object identifier. bounding b0): details and a Current selection flag. The bounding box information is stored
as:

windows HECT = {top.left:bottom.right}
where the four entries in the list are integers and define the lines forming a rectangle.
The bounding has information is used when repainting the screen to decide which objects need

repainting and for approximate 'hit testing' - deciding which objects may be the target of user actions. such
as mouse clicks. The current selection flag is set for those objects which are currently selected by a user.

Figure 3 shows the ownership links for the objects displayed in Figure 2. The Configurer Object
maintains a list indicating the Z-order in which its child objects are to be displayed ie. where two objects
would overlap on the screen, which one appears above the other. Objects at the back of the list are of lower
2 order than those at the front. When an object is'dragged‘ on the screen by a user it is removed from its
previous place in the list and inserted at the trout of the list ie. it rises above all of the other items displayed
on the screen.

It is the responsibility of each oi the presentation parts of the various objects to:

i) maintain their display within the Configurer Object window;
ii) provide hit-testing for user actions in the Gonfigurer Object window so as to locate the target of user
actions;

iii) implement the consequences from the display viewpoint of user actions eg. when an object icon is
dragged across the screen or when one object icon is dropped on to another.
iv) update the underlying semantic object.
System Objects in the system interact with each other via generic semantic interfaces.
A generic interface is one that is not specific to one particular kind of system object. The use of generic

interfaces is important to enable interworking between system objects. It would be impractical to require
each system object to understand all the specific interfaces of all the other system objects with which it
may be required to interact.

A semantic interface is one that concerns the attributes which are important to the functionality of the

system object offering the interface. This distinguishes a semantic interface from, for example. a presenta-
tion interface. The latter is concerned with the appearance of the system object to a user, and may
introduce attributes (such as colour) which ease interpretation by people. but which are strictly unnecessary
to the correct functioning of the system object.

The generic semantic interface pr0vides a well-defined mechanism whereby one system object can

directly interact with another. A single system object may otter several such interfaces. with different
tunctionalities.

Each generic semantic interface is implemented as a set of calls that may be invoked on system
objects which support the interface. A generic interface may be defined so that it allows the maintenance of
a two-way relationship between a system object and one or more other system objects and this requires
that all of the relevant system objects know each others identity. Alternatively. a generic semantic interface
may be defined so that it allows a system object to interact with another system object without the latter
object needing to know the identity of the former in advance. Such interfaces support transient interactions
between system objects.

In this embodiment, for one system object to be visually connected to another in a task configuration.
as shown for example in Figure 2, both of the system objects must support the 'contiguration interlace'.
which will now be described.

Each Configurer Object has a plurality of generic semantic interfaces for interacting with other system
objects. Certain ones of these interfaces enable interconnection between system objects and. for the
purposes of this description. these interfaces will be termed 'Connectors'. Each Connector is attached to a
parent object and has a detined set of messages which can be sent via that Connector to another system
object. Each Connector also has associated with it a screen position. The shape of Connectors as displayed
to a user is chosen so as to indicate the relevant connection capabilities. Connectors provide persistent
couplings between system objects to establish the context for communication. The input socket and output
plug at the ends of each Pipe Component are examples of Connectors. The Contigurer Object maintains
information about its Connectors. including:

- Connector identity number;
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- the identity of the object or part-object of which the Connector is a part;
- the x and y screen positions of the Connector;

In this embodiment. Connectors are implemented as C+ + objects which are children 01 a system object
eg. an Activity Object. To the user, the Connector is portrayed as a part of the relevant System Object.

There is a 0+ + object class called ’Connector' which provides facilities relating to Connectors for all
the system objects:

1) - it can draw any one of a predefined set of Connector shapes in a variety of orientations (left. right.
up or down) in a window. There are plug and socket Connector shapes for each type of interface
enabling interconnection which is supported by the Configurer object. The plug and socket Connectors
on Pipe Components represent the interfaces for passing Mobile Objects into and out of Pipe
Components;

2) - it maintains information about each instance of Connector that is part of a Pipe Component or an
Activity Object. This information includes the screen position of each Connector. its orientation and the
inter-object connections with which it is currently involved.

It Connectors are dragged across the screen by a user. the parent system object constrains the
movement of the Connector so as to travel around the border of the icon of the parent system object. If the

parent system object is dragged, it moves its Connectors accordingly.

Pipe Components

Pipe Components form part of Configurer Objects in this embodiment and have standardised behaviour.
Each Pipe Component forms part of the same NewWave object as an instance of a Configurer Object. This
approach is expedient since a Pipe Component must represent a relatively complex interface in the window
of the relevant Configurer (laject. One way of implementing Pipe Components is to use objects provided by
an object-based programming language such as C + +. In this embodiment. there are four program
elements involved in implementing Pipe Components:

1) the top-level NewWave and Wind0ws message dispatcher

2) the z-order display list of the relevant Configurer Object
3) the code for the Pipe Component itself
4) the Connector code module referred to above.
The top level dispatcher receives Windows and NewWave message via the Microsoft Windows

messaging mechanism. Some of these messages are destined for the Configurer Object. but other message
are destined for Pipe Components contained within the Configurer Object. Although Pipe Components and
Configurer Objects are implemented in the same program, the messages are not defined assuming that. All
extemai messages to Pipe Components are in the context of a particular Connector of a Pipe Component.
The Connectors of a Pipe Component are identified by a number as described previously. By allocating
ditierent numbers for the Connectors provided by a Configurer Object and by the Pipe Components within
it. it is possible to distinguish which messages should go where. Pipe Components will now be described in
detail.

At the highest level. Pipe Components are the means for transferring Mobile Objects between Activity
Objects.

Mobile Objects can arrive in a Pipe Component via its input socket or they can be dropped directly onto

a Pipe Component by a user. A Pipe Component can hold more than one Mobile Object at any one time.
Once a Pipe Component has been given a Mobile Object it must place it in an ordered Queue with all

the other Mobile Objects it has been given so far. Mobile Objects arriving in the Pipe Component are put at
the end of the queue. The queue of Mobile Objects is bounded. If the queue is full. a Pipe Component can
refuse to take any more Mobile Objects.

There are two ways in which Mobile Objects can leave 3 Pipe Component. The first is if a user drags a
specific Mobile Object out of the Pipe Component. The second is when a Mobile Object is taken from the
head of the queue, and given to the Activity Object attached to the Pipe Components output plug.

If there is no Activity Object currently attached to the Pipe Components output plug. Mobile Objects
can only be removed from the Pipe Component queue by the user. Even if an Activity Object is connected
to a Pipe output plug, it can refuse to take Mobile Objects from the Pipe Component.

Each Pipe Component maintains the following state:
1) Two Connector instances (which includes the position of the Connectors in the window).
2) Bounding box information. The size and position of the bounding box is derived from the postion of
the Connectors, which define the diagonally opposite corners of the box. If the Pipe Component is
horizontal the bounding box is treated as of negligible width.
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3) A list of references to Mobile Objects that are currently on the Pipe Component The list includes
those Mobile Objects that are moving towards the ends of the Pipe Component (the moving queue) and
also those Mobile Objects that have stopped moving, and are sitting at the end of the Pipe Component
(called the end-queue). Eadi Mobile Object on the Pipe Component appears only once in the list.
4) The length of the Pipe Component occupied by the icons of the Mobile Objects in the end-queue.
5) The state of any transaction in progress for handing over the Mobile Object at the head of the queue
to the Activity Object attached to the output plug of the Pipe Component.
6) The maximum number of Mobile Objects that can be on the Pipe Component. The number can either
explicitly be specified as part ot the Pipe Components configuration. or as a percentage 01 the length of
the Pipe Component divided by the size of the icons of the Mobile Objects on it.
7) For each Mobile Object, a reference to that Mobile Object and a record of the distance it has so far

travelled along the Pipe Component.
In order to re-display itself. the Pipe Component:

1) Finds out where its Connectors are - and draws a line between their centres.
2) Requests each Connector to draw itself.
3) For each Mobile Object on the Pipe Component. it uses the Mobile Object's distance along the Pipe
Component to work out where to display it. A Mobile Object is displayed by updating the origin of it‘s
bounding box. and asking the presentation part of the Mobile Object to re-display itself.

In order to present and manipulate task configurations. objects must provide information about the
interfaces they support and the specific connection points that will be visible to the user. They also need to
offer details of the inter-object relationships in which they are currently involved.

The "configuration interface“ allows the other interfaces which an object supports to be identified, and
allows inter—object relationships to be assessed and changed. All classes of static objects in this embodi-
ment support this interface.

The set of messages designed to support configuration are:
CF-CONNECTOH-INFO request general Connector information
CF-CONNECTOFt-CHANGED indicate a Connector has changed
CF—CONNECTOFl-STATUS request current state of Connector
CF-ENUM-CONNECTORS request a list of Connectors lrom an object
CF-ENUM-INTERFACES request a list of interfaces from an object
CF-UNPLUGGED-FFIOM advise object of a lost connection
CF-PLUGGED-TO advise object at a new connection
CF-CONNECTION-UPDATE advise an object that its set of existing connections have been

changed
CF-CONNECTOFI-ADDED advise Configurer Object in which an object appears that that object

has established a new connection

CF-CONNECTOH-REMOVED advise Configurer Objects in which an object appears that one of its
existing connections has been rem0ved

CF-DFtOP-ALL—CONNECTIONS advise an object that its set of existing connections are to be
rendered invalid

When configuring the system. user actions cause 'plug' and ‘un-plug' messages to be sent to Pipe
Components.

The Pipe Component has to respond to seven types 01 external stimuli:
1) An idle-timer tick
2) A user dragging the Pipe Component. or one of the Pipe Oomponent‘s Connectors
3) A user dragging a Mobile Object oh the Pipe Component
4) A user dropping a Mobile Object onto the Pipe Component
5) An Activity Object connected to the input socket attempting to deliver a Mobile Object
6) An Activity Object connected to the output plug being able to accept a Mobile Object from the head of
the queue

7) A Connector being plugged or un-plugged.
In order to present the illusion of animation, the Pipe Component pertorms one step of the animation of

Mobile Objects in the moving queue every time it gets notified of an idle timer-tick.
The idle timer-tick is generated at pre-set intervals only when the Configurer Object is waiting for input.

This means that the animations are essentially a low-priority background task that occur when the user is
not doing anything, and which allow other applications to progress.

The idle-timer tick is processed by maving each Mobile Object in the moving queue towards the end of
the Pipe Component by a preset step value. The step value is set up as a configuration value of the main
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program. The step value gives the distance in screen units, that each Mobile Object should be moved down
the Pipe Component. When a Pipe Component is inclined at an angle on the screen. then this is taken into
account by moving a Mobile Object a horizontal distance dx and a vertical distance dy for each idle-timer
tick as follows.

Figure 4 illustrates a Pipe Component displayed at an angle on the screen. If S is the present step
value, the distances dx and dy are calculated as follows:

where x, y and h are the lengths of a right angled triangle defined by the Pipe Component as shown in
Figure 4.

The Mobile Objects in the moving queue are processed starting with the one at the head of the queue
and working down toward the tail.

The pseudo-code tor moving a Mobile Object one animation step along a Pipe Component is:

FOR each Mobile Object on the Pipe Component starting at the head (output)

calculate the prospective new position of the Mobile Object when advanced by

present step value S

IF object at head of queue then

IF object at new position intersects head Connector then

Do not move

ELSE

move S is. move dx, dy
END IF

ELSE

1F object at new position intersects next object toward end of queue
THEN

D0 not move

ELSE

move S

END IF

END IF

END FOR

User actions result in ‘plug' and 'unplug‘ messages being sent to Pipe Components.
A CF-PLUGGED-TO message gives the indentifiers oi the Pipe Component being connected to and of

the relevant Connectors on the Pipe Component and the object being connected to it. The object will
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usually be an Activity Object but it is also possible to interconnect two Pipe Components. A Pipe
Component responds to a CF-PLUGGED-TO message by:

1) Checking whether its relevant Connector exists and is free and. it so. returning TRUE to the message.
otherwise returning FALSE;
2) Recording the connection details in the appropriate Connector instance information ie. the identity of
both the object being connected to and of the relevant Connector of that object;
3) Trying to send a Mobile Object to the connected object if the connection has been made to the output
plug of the Pipe Component and there is at least one Mobile Object in the Pipe Component.
A CF—UNPLUGGED-FROM message gives the same information as a CF-PLUGGED-TO message. A

Pipe Component responds to a CF-UNPLUGGED-FFIOM message by:
1) Checking whether its relevant Connector is presently plugged into the specified Connector of the
object sending the message and. if not. returning FALSE:
2) Checking whether it is currently participating in a transaction with the object to which it is connected
and. if so, returning FALSE:
3) Updating the Connector instance information by marking the Connector as being tree.
4) If the input socket of the Pipe Component is being unplugged and the socket has been offered a
Mobile Object. removing that tact from the state ot the Pipe Component.
5) Returning TFlUE to the message.
A whole Pipe Component is dragged around the window by the user pressing the mouse button down

when the cursor is positioned over the main body of the Pipe Component. but not over any of the Mobile
Objects. and then moving the mouse while the button is held down. The drag ends when the mouse button
is released.

The drag of the whole Pipe Component is handled by:
1) Calculating the offset between the origin of the Pipe Component's bounding box and the position of
the cursor when the mouse button was pressed down. This offset is applied to subsequent coordinates of
the mouse cursor when the user moves the mouse to drag the Pipe Component:
2) Unplugging the Pipe Component‘s input socket and output plug from whatever they are currently

connected to. This is done by sending a CF_UNPLUGGED-FFIOM message to the Pipe Component and
to any Activity Objects to which it is currently connected;
3) Hiding all of the Mobile Objects on the Pipe Component while the Pipe Component is being dragged:

Every time the user moves the mouse cursor whilst holding the mouse button down:

4) Using the current mouse position and the offset catsulated at the start to adjust the origin of the Pipe
Component‘s bounding box and the position of the Connectors:
5) Fla-displaying the Pipe Component without the Mobile Objects.
Once the user has released the mouse button:

6) Using the hit test routine to see if the output plug is Over a compatible input socket. or if the input

socket is over a compatible output plug (a plugfsocket combination is compatible if they have the same
shape. ie. they represent the same interface) and;

i) it the output plug is over a compatible input socket. plugging them together;
ii) if the input socket is over a compatible output plug, plugging them together.

Plugging two Connectors together is done by sending a CF-PLUGGED-TO message to both parents
of the Connectors.

7) Fte-displaying the Mobile Objects along the length of the Pipe Component.
Dragging the Pipe Component's Connector works in a similar way. The user starts the drag by

positioning the mouse cursor over a Pipe‘s Connector. and depressing the mouse button. The Connector is
moved by holding the mouse button d0wn. and m0ving the mouse cursor. The drag is ended by releasing
the button.

The drag of a Connector is handled by:
1) Calculating the offset between the origin of the Connector. and the position of the cursor when the
mouse button was pressed down. This offset is applied to subsequent coordinates of the mouse cursor

when the user moves the mouse to drag the Connector;
2) Unplugging the Connector from whatever it is curtently connected to. This is done by sending a CF-
UNPLUGGED-FROM message to the Connector to which the Pipe Component is connected and to the
parent of that Connector:
3) Displaying the movement of the Pipe Component and all of the Mobile Objects on the Pipe
Component while the Connector is being dragged:

Every time the user moves the mouse Cursor whilst holding the mouse button down:
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4) Using the current mouse position and the ottset calculated at the start to adjust the origin at the
Connector:

5) Extending or contracting the bounding box ot the Pipe Componem to contain both its input and output
Connectors;

5 Once the user has released the mouse button:

6) Using the hit test routine to see it the Connector is ever another compatible Connector, and it it is.
plugging them together. This is done by sending a CF-PLUGGED-TO message to both parents of the
Connectors.

7) Displaying the Mobile Objects along the length at the Pipe Component according to the toliowing
algorithm:
IF new Pipe Component length > from the start of the Mobile Object nearest the tail of the queue to the
and ot the Mobile Object at the head of the queue.

THEN preserve the relative positions of the Mobile Objects on the Pipe Component

ELSE position the Mobile Objects so that they are equally spaced along the Pipe Component. with
overlap it necessary.
The user can add Mobile Objects to a Pipe Component by dragging them over the Pipe Component

and dropping them. The user can also remove Mobile Objects by dragging them off the Pipe Component.
A user starts dragging a Mobile Object by moving the mouse cursor over the Mobile Object. and

depressing the mouse button. The user then keeps holding the button down. and moves the mouse cursor
to where the user wants the Mobile Object to be placed. The user then releases the mouse button.

It the user starts to drag a Mobile Object that is on a Pipe Component. the Mobile Object is removed
from the Pipe Component. This is done by removing the Mobile Object from whatever queue it is in. If the
Mobile Object was in the end-queue. Mobile Objects between it and the tail of the end-queue are placed on
the moving queue. Provided that the properties of the Mobile Objects have been preserved (i.e. the 'Iength
used' property). the next animation step will shuttle up the Mobile Objects and re-build the end queue.

Once the user stops dragging the Mobile Object and releases the mouse button. the Mobile Object is
considered to be dropped. A hit-test procedure is then used to tind it there is any other Object under the
Mobile Object. it it finds a Pipe Component under the Mobile Object. then it asks the Pipe Component to
insert the Mobile Object.

To insert a Mobile Object into a Pipe Component the Pipe Component must:
1) Find out where the Mobile Object is along the Pipe Component. This is done by working out the
nearest point on the Pipe Component to the centre oi the icon of the Mobile Object. This is done by
using vector analysis to project the centre of the Mobile Object onto the ctosent point on the Pipe
Component as fo||0ws:
it [LX. LY) represents the end point of the Pipe Component relative to the start point (to. (0,0)) and
(PX,PY) represents the centre ot the Mobile Object relative to that start point. then the distance along the
Pipe Component to the closest point to (PX.PY) is:

"(LX1+LY1)*1 It at:
LX-t-LY

Figure 5 shows the lengths used in this calculation.
2) Search the moving and end queues to tind where to insert the Pipe Component using the 'Iength
used‘ property of the Mobile Object. It the Mobile Object being inserted overlaps with one which is closer
to the end ot the Pipe Component. then the inserted Mobile Object is moved back towards the start of
the Pipe Component to make it fit next to the Mobile Object closer to the end of the Pipe Component. If
the Mobile Object being inserted overlaps with one which is closer to the start of the Pipe Component.
then that Mobile Object is moved back to tit next to the Mobile Object being inserted. Any more overlaps
caused by this are fixed by shuttling Mobile Objects back towards the start of the Pipe Component.

Fixing overlaps is somewhat complicated by the fact that the Pipe Component can have more Mobile
Objects on it than can be displayed without overlaps. Overlaps are treated by giving each icon (except for
the icon at the head of the queue) a fixed amount of space. The icons are displayed with the icon at the
head of the end-queue being "highest". down to the icon at the tail ot moving-queue being “lowest”. The
body of the Pipe Component is drawn below all of the icons (as shown in Figure 22).
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The amount of space allocated to each icon (apart from the last one) is calculated by taking the length
of the Pipe Component body, subtracting the width of the last icon, and by dividing the result by the
number of icons in the Pipe Component minus one (Le. (LineLength-iconWidthUcon at head of end-queue”!-
(Moons-1)).

A subsidiary benefit of Pine Components is that they provide a buffer to hold Mobile Objects being
transferred between two Activity Objects. Without this buffering effect eg. if Mobile Objects need to be
transferred between two directly connected Activity Objects, such as the Watcher 42 and the Folder 40 in
Figure 2, hold ups can acour as traffic increases.

Activity Objects

Activity Objects are for storing and forwarding Mobile Objects and for accessing and processing data
held by Mobile Objects. Activity Objects provide the 'intelligence‘ of the system - it is their behaviour which
characterises the system. in contrast to Configurer Objects and Pipe Components which have standardised
behaviour.

Activity Objects support a data access interlace which is one of the generic semantic interfaces of the
system referred to earlier. The data access interlace provides a generic way in which the internal data of an
object may be accessed. and possibly changed. in a controlled manner. The data access interface allows
selected data elements (fields) within an object to be accessed. and possibly changed. For example. it
provides access to fields in a Mobile Object representing a form. It requires a way of identifying the data
elements.

Activity Objects are able to send the following messages concerning data access to Mobile Objects
which have been transferred to them:

DA-ENUM-FIELDS request a list of accessible data items
DA-FlND-FIELDS request identity of a data item
DA-G ET-FIELD request contents of a data item
DA-G ET-LABEL request a data item's label
DA—SET—FIELD request new contents for a data item
DA-SET-LABEL request new value for a data item's label

An Activity Object may query or change the content of any accessible Field at anytime through the Data
Access messages. These allow not only the Field content to be manipulated but also the Field's textual
label. No record is maintained of a data access transaction once it has completed i.e. it is a transient
process.

One category of Activity Object is a 'Watcher Obiect' (eg. item 42 in Figure 2). Watcher Objects are
able to be coupled directly to other Activity Objects and are programmed to prompt a predetermined course
of action when a specified Mobile Object arrives at the relevant Activity Object or when a particular
condition is reached. In Figure 2 for example. the Watcher 42 is programmed to initiate an order for more
stationery from an external supplier when supplies get sufficiently low.

A container/Watcher Object generic semantic interface allows monitoring of the contents of the
container object. Messages supporting this interface are:

CW-ATTACH-WATCHER request Activity Object accepts new Watcher Object
CW-CHANGED-CONTENTS notify a Watcher Object that a Mobile Object has changed
CW-DETACH-WATCHER request Activity Object releases Watcher Object
Gw-INSERTED-GHILD notify a Watcher Object of the arrival of a Mobile Object
CW-REMOVED-CHILD notify a Watcher Object of the departure of a Mobile Object

Watcher Objects are a good example of how functionality is packaged into a sub-class of object when more
than simple passing of Mobiie Objects between objects is required. In Figure 2. Folder 40 needs to support
a container/Watcher interface but does not need to know what a Watcher 42 which is connected to it is

monitoring. All Folder 40 does is inform Watcher 42 when anything changes using the appropriate one of
the set of messages given above. Likewise. Watcher 42 does not need to know the function of Folder 40 in

the system but simply checks messages sent to it by Folder 40 according to criteria programmed into the
Watcher 42 and acts accordingly eg. by removing a certain Mobile Object that has arrived in the Folder 40.

Different types of Activity and Watcher objects can be interconnected according to user requirements.
Another generic semantic interface allows the monitoring of a single object to detect whether a

predetermined change in the state of that object occurs. This interface is supported by Activity Objects and
Mobile Objects and can be used in the context of a coupling between a Watcher Object and another Activity
Object. The messages defining this interface are:

DC_OHANGED_DATA notify a Watcher Object that a data item has changed

12
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DC_COUPLE_DATA request initiation of a data link
DC_UNCOUPLE_DATA request termination of a data link

The container contents interface allows access to the contems of a container object. For example it altows a
Watcher Object to check the contents of an Activity Object representing an office in-tray and to remove a
Mobile Object from the in-tray if it matches its pre-set criteria.

The set of messages designed to support this interface are:

CC—ENUM-CHILDREN request a list of child objects
CO—INSEHT-GHILD request an object accepts a new child
CC—HEMOVE-CHILD request an object gives up a child

These messages can be used in moving Mobile Objects through a direct connection between two Activity
Objects, such as a Foider Object and a Watcher Object attached thereto.

The object passing interface allows Mobile Objects to be moved from one object to another. For
example Activity Objects use a object-passing message interface to request a Pipe Component to accept a
Mobile Object. Pipe Components use the same message interface tor passing Mobile Objects to an Activity
Object. The relevant set of messages is:

CP-ABORT—MOBILE abort prepared Mobile Object
CP-ARRIVE—MOBILE indicate availability of Mobile Object
CP-ASK-MOBILE request a Mobile Object's Identifier
CP-COMMIT—MOBILE commit prepared Mobile Object transaction

CP-OUTCOME-MOBILE query status of a transaction
CP-PREPARE—MOBILE prepare a Mobile Object transaction
CP-HEMOVED-MOBILE indicate removal of a Mobile Object

The object passing messages are designed to assist a static object that may need to coordinate multiple
inputs or outputs by providing a simple two phase commitment protocol, using unique transaction
identifiers.

The handover of a Mobile Object to a Pipe Component proceeds as follows:
1) The Activity Object starts off by sending the Pipe Component a CP—ARHIVE-MOBILE message. This
message gives the Pipe Component the identifier of a Mobile Object that the Activity Object wants it to
accept.
2) The Pipe Component can then check it it can accept the Mobile Object. Since it has the identifier of
the Mobile Object it can check the size of its icon it it needs to eg. it the displayed length of the Pipe
Component is used to limit the number of Mobile Objects that can fit on it.
3) It the Pipe Component cannot accept the Mobile Object, it should remember that it has been offered
one. If the Pipe Component finds out at a later stage that it can accept another Mobile Object. it can
resume with the next step of this process. The Activity Object can withdraw the offer of a Mobile Object
at any stage before the hand0ver transaction (see points 4 to 6) by sending a CP-HEMOVED-MOBILE
message.

4) When the Pipe Component does want to accept the Mobile Object, it must start a transaction to
retrieve the Mobile Object. Since a Pipe Component only has one input Connector. it does not need to
implement a ‘proper‘ transaction is. one as complex as one required when more than one Pipe

Component is transferring a Mobile Object to an Activity Object with a plurality of input Connectors. The
protocol. however. is defined in terms of a transaction. but the Pipe Component just needs to fill in

enough dummy values to make the Activity Object think it is involved in a proper transaction (the Pipe
Component is the transaction controller). The transaction is started by sending a CP-PREPAFlE-MOBILE
message to the Activity Object. The message contains a dummy transaction identifier and the identifier
of the Mobile Object in question.
5) The Activity Object returns a result from the CP-PHEPARE-MOBILE message indicating whether it has
been able to hand over the Mobile Object. One reason why the Activity Object cannot become so
prepared is if the Mobile Object has been removed from the Activity Object by the user. If it has not
become prepared. the Pipe Component goes back to waiting for a CP-ARHIVE-MOBILE. If the Activity
Object has been able to prepare for the transaction. the Pipe Component moves on to the next step.
6) Once the Activity Object has indicated that it has prepared for the transaction. the Pipe Component
can finish the transaction by sending a CP-COMMIT—MOBILE message to the Activity Object. After
sending a positive repsonse to the prepare message. the Activity Object must not hand over the Mobile
Object to any object other than the Pipe Component.
7) The Activity Object then no longer has any control over the Mobile Object and removes all references
to it. The Pipe Component than controls the Mobile Object and inserts it into the appropriate queue.
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The terms 'prepare' and 'commit' are terms which are well understood by the skilled person in the
context of two phase commit protocols.

If a Pipe Component has an Activity Object connected to its output plug. and there is a Mobile Object in
the Pipe Component's end-queue. then the Pipe Component can try passing the Mobile Object at the head
of the end-queue to the Activity Object.

The Pipe Component uses the same component passing protocol that was used to pass Mobile Object
to it from the Activity Object connected to is input socket. except this time the Pipe Component is sending
the Mobile Object.

The transfer is handled as follows:

1) The Pipe Component starts off by sending the Activity Object a CP-AFIFIIVE-MOBILE message. This
message gives the Activity Object the identifier of a Mobile Object that the Pipe Component wants it to
accept.
2) The Activity Object can then check it it can accept the Mobile Object. Since it has the identifier oi the
Mobile Object it can look at the Mobile Object and its contents.
3) It could be some time betore the Activity Object tries to get the Mobile Object. It the user removes the
ot'lered Mobile Object from the Pipe Component. the Pipe Component can withdraw the offer by sending
a CP—HEMOVED—MOBILE message. and otter the next Mobile Object at the head of the end-queue with
a CP-AHRIVE-MOBILE message.
4) When the Activity Object wants to get the Mobile Object. it must start a transaction to retrieve the
Mobile Object. Since an Activity Object can have many input Connectors, it might need to implement a
proper transaction atomically to retrieve a set of Mobile Objects on different Pipe Components from its
inputs as an indivisible process. The transaction is started by the Activity Object sending a CP-
PFtEPAFtE—MOBILE message to the Pipe Components. The message contains a transaction identitier and
the identifier of the Mobile Objects in question.
5) The Pipe Components prepare for the transaction by locking the Mobile Objects from any user
actions. It the Pipe Components could lock the Mobile Objects, the Pipe Components return a positive
result to the CP-PREPARE—MOBILE message (and the Activity Object can proceed with the transaction).
If the Pipe Components cannot look all of the Mobile Objects (e.g. the user had removed one). the
relevant Pipe Component returns a negative result.
6) Once the Activity Object has prepared all the partners in the transaction, it can announce whether the
transaction succeeded (i.e. all prepared successlully) or failed (at least one could not prepare). The

Activity Object announces the outcome of a successful transaction by sending a CP—COMMIT—MOBILE
message to every partner of the transaction. If the transaction has failed. the Activity Object aborts the
transaction by sending a CP-ABORT—MOBILE message to every partner in the transaction.
7) When the Pipe Component gets a CP—COMMlT-MOBILE message it removes the Mobile Object from
itself. The Pipe Component is re-displayed in the same way as when the user removes the Mobile
Object which is then free for use by the Activity Object. If the Pipe Component gets a CP—ABORT—
MOBILE. it unlocks the Mobile Object.

Full details of the generic semantic interfaces are given below.

CC_EN UM_CHILDFlEN

Purpose This message is sent to a object to request a list of its objects.
Parameters This message has no parameters.
Return Value The LOWORD ot the return value is set to a global handle to a data structure of type:

typedef struct: {
WORD children;

OBJECTNAHE child“):
} CHILDLIS‘I‘:

typedef CHILDLIST FER *LPCHILDLIST:

children is the number of children within this container.

child is the first element of a list of the children's PARAMETER scope names.
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CC_INSEFlT_CHILD

Purpose

Parameters

Return Value

This message requests a container object to add a new child object to its set of
children.

The lParam of the message will be set to the PARAMETER scope name of the child
object.

The LOWORD of the return value will be set to TRUE if the container object accepts
the child as its Own, otherwise it should he set to FALSE. The HIWOFtD is not used
and should be set to zero.

CC_HEMOVE_CHILD

Purpose

Parameters

Return Value

This message requests a container object to remove a child object from its existing
set of children.

The Parent of the message will be set to the PARAMETER scope name of the child
object to be removed.
The LOWOFID of the return value will be set to TRUE if the container object removes
the child object, otherwise it should be set to FALSE. The HIWOHD is not used and
should be set to zero.

CF_CONNECTOFI_INFO

Purpose

Parameters

Return Value

When a object is to be presented in a Contigurer Object‘s display context the object
must provide the Contigurer Object with information about its potential connectors.
This message is sent by the Configurer to request information on a per Connector
basis.

The LOWORD of lParam is set to connectorld. The HIWOFtD is not used and should
be set to zero.

The LOWOFtD of the return value contains a global handle to a structure defined as:

typedef struct {
B001.

WORD
won]:

1ePlug 3
InterfaceId ,-

connectorld;

name [MAXCONNECTORflm-mfl ] ;
CONNECTOR:

typedef CONNECTOR?“ *LPOONNECTOR:

lsPlug indicates whether this particular connector accepts input or generates output.
lnterfaoeld describes the type of the connector.
connectorld is the local identifier of the connector
name user visible name of the connector

CF_CONNECTION_UPDATE

Purpose

Parameters

This message is sent by a Configurer to inform a Object that its set of existing
connections have been changed.

The LOWORD of IParam is set to a global handle to a structure defined as:
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typedef street {

PLUGSTRUC!‘ oldcxn :
PLUGSTRUCI newcxn ;

} CONNECTIDNUPDATE:

typedef GONNEC‘I'IONUPDATEFAR *LPGONNECTIONUPDA’I‘E:

oldcxn the old connection that no longer exists
newcxn the replacement connection.

Return Value A value of TRUE is returned it the Obiect can successfully process its connections.
otherwise a value of FALSE is returned.

CF_CONNECTOR_ADDED

Purpose This message is sent by a Object to advise each of the Configurers it appears in that
a new connection has been established.

Parameters The LOWORD ot lParam is set to a global handle to a structure defined as:

typedef struct: {

OBJECTNAHE object ,-.
GONNECTOR connector 3

} CONNECTIONINI'O:

typedef CONNECTIONINFO EAR *LPCONNECTIONINFO;

object is the PARAMETER scope name of the object with the newly established
connector.

connector is a description of the new connector.
Return Value A value of TFtUE is returned it the Configurer successfully processed this message.

otherwise a value of FALSE is returned.

CF_CONNECTOR_CHANGED

Purpose This message is sent to all Contigurers Objects who are “parents” 01 this object to
advise them that one of its connections has changed in some unspecified way.

Parameters The LOWORD ot IParam is set to a global handle 01 a structure defined as:

typedet ltruct: {

OBJEC'I'NAHB cont iguana;
DBJECTNAMB obj ectflame }’
WORD connectorld;

} CONNECTION:

typedaf CONNECTION PM: *chorrnscnom

contlgfleme is the context within which this connection was detined.
objectName is the PARAMETER scope name 01 the object that is reporting a change

16
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to one of its connectors.

connectorld is the object's local identifier for the connection.
The HIWORD is not used and should be set to zero.

A return value is not defined for this message. The value should be set to Zero.

CF_CONNECTOR_FIEMOVED

Purpose

Parameters

Return Value

This message is sent by a Object to advise each oi the Configurers it appears in that
an existing connection has been removed.
The LOWORD of lParam is set to a global handle to a structure defined as:

typodof Itruct {
033301113143
CONNECTOR

} CONNECTIONINPOI

obj act-.3
connector ;

typedef CONNECTIONIIIFOFAR 'LPCONNECTIONINTO;

object is the PARAMETER scope name of the object with the removed connector.
connector is a description of the removed connector.
A value of TRUE is returned if the Contigurer successtully processed this message.
otherwise a value of FALSE is returned.

CF_CONNEGTOR_STATUS

Purpose

Parameters

Return Value

When a object is to be presented in a contigurer window. the object must provide the
configurer with information about its current connections. This message is sent to a

compont by the coniigurer to request information on a per connector basis.
The LOWORD of IParam is set to Connectorld. The HIWORD is not used and should
be set to zero.

The LOWORD oi the return value contains a global handle of a structure defined as:

typodof etruct {
OBJECTNBHE
OBJECTNAME
WORD

} CONNECTION:

contiguous:

objectllame:
connectorld;

typodof comcuon ran *LPOON'NECTION;

conflgNme is the context within which this connection was defined
objeclName is the PARAMETER scope name 01 the connected to object.
connectorld. is the object‘s local identifier for the connection.
The HIWORD is not used and should be set to zero.

CFWENUMWCONNECTOHS

Purpose
Parameters
Return Value

This message is sent to a object to solicit a list of its connectors.
This message has no parameters.
The LDWORD of the return value contains a globai handle to a data structure defined
as:
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typedef struct
WORD

CONNECTION

{ OOHNEC‘IIONLIST}

connections ;

connection [ 1] 3

typedef CDNNECTIONLISTFAR *L?CONNECTIONLIST:

connections is the number of connectors supported by the obiect.
connection is an array of connection state structures (one per supported connector).

CF_ENUM_INTERFACES

Purpose
Parameters
Return Value

This message is sent to a object to solicit a list ot the interfaces it supports.
This message has no parameters.
The LOWORD ot the return value contains a globe! handle of a structure defined as:

typedef struct
WORD
WORD

{ INTERFACEIDLIST ,'

interfaces;

interfecel 1] :

typedef INTERFACEIDLISTFBR‘LPINTBRFACEIDLI51';

interface is the number of interfaces supported by the object.
interface is an array of integers, each of which is the unique identifier of a service
interface provided by the obiect.

CF_PLUGGED_T0

Purpose

Parameters

Return Value

This message is sent to 3 object to request it that it connects itself to another
specified object.
The LOWDFlD of IParam should contain a global handle to a data structure defined
as:

typedef struct {
DBJECTNBHE
OBJECTNME

WORD
WORD

} pLucsmuc'r;

conf iguto: :
connected’ro ,-

yourconneetofld 3
otherConnectorId;

typedet PLUGS‘I'RUCT FAR ‘LPPLUGS‘I'RUCT:

configurer is the PARAMETER scope name of the configurer supervising the connec-
tion.

connectedTo is the PARAMETER scope name of the object the recipient is to
connect to.

yourConnectorld is the identifier ot the receiving object‘s connector.
otherconnectorld is the identifier of the other obiect's connector.
The LOWORD of the return value is set to TRUE it the connection was successfully
accepted, otherwise it should be set to FALSE.
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CF_DROP_ALL_CONNECTIONS

Purpose

Parameters
Return Value

This message is sent by a Contigurer to inform an Object that its set of existing
connections are to be rendered invalid.

This message has no parameters.
A value of TRUE is returned it the Object can successfully process this message.
otherwise a value of FALSE is returned.

CF_UNPLUGGED_FROM

Purpose

Parameters

Return Value

This message is sent to a object to request that it should disconnect itseli from the
specified object.
The LOWORD of lPararn should contain a global handle to a data structure defined
as:

typedef ctr-net: (
OBJECTHME

OBJECTNAME
WORD
WORD

} PLUGS'I‘RUCT:

configurer;
connectedTo;
yourConnct:orId 1
et:hereonnectorld:

typed-1 PLUGSTRUCT sen *LPPLIJGSTRUC‘I‘;

contigurer is the PARAMETER scope name of the contigurer supervising the connec-
tlon.

connectedTo is the PARAMETER scope name of the object the recipient is to
connect to.

yourconnectorld is the identifier of the receiving object's socket
otherConnectorld is the identifier of the other object‘s socket.
The LOWORD of the return value is set to TRUE if the disconnection request was
accepted. otherwise it should be set to FALSE.

CP_ABORT_MOBILE

Purpose

Parameters

Return Value

This message is sent to an object passing source to indicate that the mobile object it
wishes to pass, which had previously been asked to prepare. will no longer be
required.
The LOWORD of IParam will contain the transactionld that was passed to the Pipe

Component in the CP_PREPARE_MOBILE message.
The HIWORD is set to the connectorld.
The LOWORD of the return value will be FALSE for tailure and TRUE for success.
The HIWORD is not used and will be Zero.

CP_ARRIVE_MOBILE

Purpose

Parameters

The arrive message is sent by a object passing source. to one of its object accepting
destinations, to indicate that a mobile object is available.
The LOWORD oi IParam contains a global handle to a structure defined like this:
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typedcf struct {

OBJEC'I‘NAME mobileOhjectNamc;

WORD souroeConnectorId;

WORD yourConnectorId;

} MOBIIEOBJECI‘STRUCT;

typedef MOBILEOBJECTSTRUCT FAR

"LPMOBILEOBJEC‘I‘STRUCT

mobileOblectNarne is the PARAMETER scope name of the mobile object.
sourceConnectorld is the local reference to the object passing source.

yourGonnectorld is the local reterence to the object accepting destination.
The HIWORD is not used and should be set to zero.

Return Value a return value for this message is not defined. The value should be set to zero.

CP_ASK_MOBILE

Purpose This query message is sent to a object passing source to discover the name 01 the
waiting mobile object, it any.

Parameters The LOWORD oi IParam is set to the ccnnectorld associated with this obiect
passing source. The HIWORD is not used and should be set to zero.

Return Value The LOWORD ot the return value should be set to a global handle to a structure
defined like this:

typedef struct {
mobileObjectName;

sourceConncctorld;

WORD yourConnectorId;

} MOBILEOBJECTSTRUCT;

typedef MOBEEOBJ'ECTSTRUCT FAR

*LPMOBIIEOBJECTSTRUCT

mobIIeOblectName is the PARAMETER name of the mobile object.
souroeconnectorld is the local reference to the object passing source.
yourCOnnectOrId is the local reterence to the object accepting destination.
The HIWORD is not used and should be set to zero.

H there is no waiting mobile object then this value should be set to null.

CP_COMMIT_MOBILE

Purpose This message is sent to a object passing source to indicate that the previously
Prepared mobile object will be rem0ved by the destination object. The object passing
source is required to perform whatever actions are necessary to prevent the des-
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ignated mobile object being interfered with.
The LOWORD of lParam will contain the transactionlcl that was passed to the Pipe

Component CP_PHEPAHE_MOBILE message.
The LOWOHD of the return value will be FALSE for tailure and TFIUE for success.
The HIWORD is not used and should be set to zero.

CP_OUTCOME_MOBILE

Purpose

Parameters

Return Value

This message is sent by a object passing source to a container to query the status of

a transaction it is involved in. It the transaction had been CP__ABORT__MOBILEed
then the Pipe Component must take whatever steps are required to indicate the

mobile object is in a prepared state.
The LOWOHD ct iParam will contain the transactionld pertaining to this particular
object pass.
The LOWOFID of the return value will be:
FALSE if the transaction had been aborted
TFIUE if the transaction is committed
The HIWORD is not used and should be set to zero.

CP_PREPARE_MOBILE

Purpose

Parameters

Return Value

The prepare message is sent by a destination object to advise a object passing
source that its most available mobile object will be required by the destination object
as part of a larger transaction. This larger transaction is identified to the source as a
transaction identifier. The source is required to indicate that this request can be
successtully concluded.
The LOWORD of lParam contains a global handle to a structure defined like this:

typedef struct {
HOBILEOBJECTSTRUCTn-robileobject .-.
WORD transaction Id;

} TRANSACTIONSTRUCT:

typedef TRANSACTIONSTRUCT PAR *LPTRANSECTIONSTRUCT

mobfieOblect is a data structure containing the PARAMETER scope name of its most
available mobile object and the source and destination local reference names.
transactionld is a reference to a larger transaction of which this request is an
element.

The LOWOHD of the return value will be TRUE it the mobile object is prepared or

FALSE it it cannot be prepared. The transactionld should be placed in the HIWORD

CP_REMOVED_MOBILE

Purpose

Parameters

The arrive message is sent by a object passing source to a object accepting
destination to indicate that a mobile obiect has been removed.

The LOWORD of lParam contains a global handle to a structure defined like this: 
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typedef stmct {

OBJECTNAME mobileObjectName;

WORD sourceConnectorId;

WORD yourConnectorld;

} MOBILEOBJECTSTRUCT;

typedefMOBlLEOBJl-ECTSTRUCTFAR*LPMOBILEOBJECTST

RUCT

mobIIeObjectNarne is the PARAMETER name 01 the object removed trom the head
01 the Pipe Component
souroeGonnectorld is the local relerence to the source object.
yourConnectorld is the local reference to the destination object.
The HIWORD is not used and should be set to zero.

Return Value a return value for this message is not defined. The value should be set to zero.

CW_ATTACH_WATCHEFt

Purpose This message is sent by a watcher to a container to request that it be registered as a
retaree.

Parameters The LOWOHD of lParam contains the name 01 the of the Watcher object requesting
registration.
The HIWORD is not used and should be set to zero.

Return Value The LOWORD of the return value is set to TRUE it the attach request was accepted.
otherwise it should be set to FALSE.

CW_GHANGED_CONTENTS

Purpose This message is sent by a container object to indicate that the state of one of its
contained children has changed.

Parameters The LDWORD of IParam contains a global handle to a structure of the term:

typedef struct {
amounts containerobject;

OBJEC‘I'NM watcherObjact .r

OBJECTNAHE childObjact;
WORD containerconnaetorid:

“0RD watcherConnectorId;

} CHILDWRTCH;

typedef CHILDWATCH FAR *LPCHILDWRTCH:

containerOblect is the PARAMETER scope name of the object containing the
changed child.
watcherObject is the PARAMETER scope name of the object with an interest in the
changed child.
chitdObject is the PARAMETER scope name of the child object that has changed.
containerConnectorld is the reference name of the container object.
watcherconnectorld is the reference name of the watcher obiect.
The HIWORD is not used and should be set to zero.
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A return value is not defined tor this message and should be set to zero.

CW_DETACH_WATCHER

Purpose

Parameters

Return Value

This message is sent by a watcher to a container to request that it be removed as a
referee.

The LOWORD of lParam contains the name of the of the Watcher object requesting
deregistration.
The HIWORD is not used and should be set to zero.

The LDWOFID of the return value is set to TRUE it the detach request was accepted,
otherwise it should be set to FALSE.

CW_INSERTED_CHILD

Purpose

Perameters

Return Value

This message is sent by a container object to indicate that the state of one of its
contained children has changed. In this case, it is that a new child object has arrived.
The LOWOFID of IParam contains a global handle to a structure of the form:

typedef street. {
nanometre
DBJECTNAHB

OBJECTNAHB

WORD
'HORD

} CHILDWATCH;

containerObject;

wetcherobjact;

chi ldobjecta
containerConnectorId;
watcherConnectorId 3

typidflf CHILDWATCH FAR *LPCHILDHATCH;

containerOblect is the PARAMETER scope name of the object containing the
changed child.
watcherObject is the PARAMETER scope name of the object with an interest in the
changed child.
ohtldObiect is the PARAMETER scope name ot the newly arrived child object.
containerconnectorld is the reference name of the container object.
watcherConnectorld is the reference name of the watcher object.
The HIWORD is not used and should be set to zero.

A return value is not defined for this message and should be set to zero.

CW_REMOVED_CHILD

Purpose

Parameters

This message is sent by a container object to indicate that the state of one of its
contained children has changed. In this case, it is that an existing child object has
been removed.

The LOWORD of IParam contains a global handle to a structure of the form:

typedef struct: {
OBJEC'I'NAME
OBJECTNAEB
OBJEC‘I'NAME

woke

WORD

} canons-roe;

ccnteinerObject ;
watcherObject;

childobjact ,-
containerConnectorId:

watcherConnectorId ,-

typedlf CRILDWRTCH FAR *LPCI’IILDWATCH:
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containerOblect is the PARAMETER scope name of the object containing the
changed child.
watcherOblect is the PARAMETER scope name of the object with an interest in the
changed child.
childObject is the PARAMETER scope name of the removed child object.
containerconnectorld is the reference name of the container object.
watcherConnectorld is the reference name of the watcher object.
The HIWOHD is not used and should be set to zero.

A return value is not defined tor this message and should be set to zero.

DA_ENUM_FIELDS

Purpose

Parameters
Return Value

typedef

DA_FIND_FIELDS

Purpose

Parameters

Return Value

This message is sent to a data bearing object to solicit a list of its accessible data
items (fields).
This message has no parameters.
The HIWORD of the return value is set to a global handle to a data structure of type:

struct {
WORD
WORD

} PIELDLIST;

fieldlde;

fie1d1d[1] 3

typedef FIELDLIST ran *LPPIBLDLIST;

tleldlds the number of accessible data items.
fletdld is the first element of a list of field identifiers.
h the LOWOFID is set to FALSE then the HIWORD is not used and should be set to
zero.

This query message is sent to a data bearing object to obtain the identities of data
items (lieids) associated with a particular textual label.
The LOWOFID of IParam is set to a global handle to a Iabelrualue data structures of
type:

typedef struct {
worm
char

) FIELDVthlE;

lens

valueil]:

typifide PIELDVRLUE FAR *LPFIELDVALUE:

Ien is the size of the data item‘s content in bytes.
value is the first element of a null terminated string containing the data item‘s textual
label.
The HIWORD is not used and should be set to zero.

The HIWORD 0‘] the return value is set to a global handle to a A list ol field identifiers
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typedef struct {
WORD fieldlda;

wean summer 1];
1 FIELDLIS‘I';

typadef FIELDLIST FAR *LPFIELDLIST:

fleldlds the number of accessible data items.
fteldld is the first element of a list of field identifiers.
If the LOWORD is set to FALSE then the HIWOHD is not used and should be set to
zero.
If there are no data items that match the textual label then the return value should be
set to null.

DA_FIND_FIELDS

The global memory handle containing FIELDVALUE is allocated and freed by the caller.
The global memory containing the FIELDLIST is allocated by the callee and freed by the caller.
Note that value is defined as a single entry array of characters. This is to simplify calculating memory

for allocation and freeing parameters. In fact the size at the value array is given in ten.
The expression used to calculate the required memory is:
sizeof (FIELDVALUE) + (sizeot (char) ’ ten)
similarly. the FIELDLIST parameter size is given by:
sizeof (FIELDLIST) + (sizeof (WORD) ‘ Fieldlds)

DA_GET_FIELD

Purpose This message is used to solicit the value of a specified date item (field).
Parameters The LOWORD of IParam is set to the tleldld of the required data item (see notes).
Return Value The LOWORD of the return value is set to TRUE if the specified data item is available.

otherwise it is set to FALSE.

The HIWORD of the return value is set to a global handle to a data structure of type:

typedef etruct (
WORD len;

char value [ 1] ,-
} IIELDVALU'B;

typedef FIBLDVALUE PM! *LPFIELDVALUB;

tan is the size of the data item's content in bytes.
value is the first element of a null terminated string containing the data item‘s content.
It the LOWORD is set to FALSE then the HIWORD is not used and should be set to
zero.

DA__GET___LABEL

Purpose This message is used to solicit the label of a specified date item (field).
Parameters The LOWOFtD of IParam is set to the tleldld of the required data item (see notes).
Return Value The LOWOHD oi the return value is set to TRUE it the specitied data item is available,

otherwise it is set to FALSE.

The HIWORD of the return value is set to a global handle to a data structure of type:
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DA_SET_LABEL

Purpose

Parameters

typedef

Return Value
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etruct {
len;

velueIl];

typedef
men
chat:

} rIELDVALUB;

typedef FIELDVALUE FAR *LPFIELDVALUE;

len is the size of the data item‘s label in bytes.
value is the first element of a null terminated string containing the data item's label.
H the LOWORD is set to FALSE then the HIWORD is not used and should be set to
zero.

This message is sent to a data bearing object to request that it changes the value of
one of its data items (fields).
The LOWORD ot IParam is set to the lieldld of the required data item (see notes).

The HIWORD of the return value is set to a global handle to a data structure of type:

typedef
WORD

char

} FIELDVALUE;

struct {
len:

value[1];

typedef FIELDVALUE FAR *LPFIELDVALUE;

len is the size of the data item‘s content in bytes.

value is the first element of a null terminated string containing the data item's content.
The LOWOHD ot the return value is set to TRUE if the required data was successfully
changed. or FALSE otherwise. HIWORD is not used and should be set to zero..

This message is sent to a data bearing object to request that it changes the label of
one of its data items (fields).
The LOWORD ot IParam is set to the tleldld ot the required data item (see notes).
The HIWOFtD ot the return value is set to a global handle to a data structure of type:

Itruet {
WORD

char

} rzamvuue;

len;

velue[1};

typedef FIELDVALUE FAR *LPPIELDVLLUE}

len is the size of the data item‘s new label in bytes.
value is the first element of a null terminated string containing the data item‘s new
label

The LOWORD ot the return value is set to TRUE if the required data item's label was
successfully changed, or FALSE otherwise. HIWOFID is not used and should be set to
zero.
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DC_CHANGED_DATA

Purpose This message is sent from a referent component to a referee object to announce that
a portion of its data contents has changed.

Parameters The LOWORD of IParam contains a global handle to a structure of the form:

typedef struct {

oesscrmms referentobject: 3

“0RD daetlnation'rag;
“ORB fieldIdr

]- DATACHANG‘BHOTIPY:

typedef DBTRCHANGENOTIFYPRR *LPDATBCHANGENOTIFY;

referentOblect is the PARAMETER scope name of the object holding the data item
of interest.

destinationTag is an internal reference to a part of the destination object‘s internal
state. this must never be shared by the source obiact.
fleldld is a reference to the part of the source object's data content of interest to the
destination obiect.
The HIWORD is not used and will be zero.

Return Value a return value is not defined for this message and should be set to zero.

DC_COUPLE_DATA

Purpose This message is sent to a object to register an interest in any changes to the state of
a particular data item.

Parameters The LOWORD of IParam contains a global handle to a structure defined as:

typedef etruot {
DBJ‘ECTNME refereeNeme;

WORD destination“;
WORD fieldld:

} mucous“;

typodef DATRCOUPLE FAIR *LPDB’I‘BCOUPLBF

refereellame is the PARAMETER scope name of the object registering an interest.
destinationTag is an internal reference to a part of the referee object's internal state.
this must not be changed by the referent object.
fleldld is a reference to the part of the source object's data content of interest to the
referee object.

Return Value The LOWORD of the return value should be set to TRUE to indicate success,
otherwise it should be set to FALSE. The HIWORD is not used and should be set to
ZS I'O.

DC_UNCOUPLE_DATA

Purpose This message is sent to a data bearing object to notify it that a current object referee
no longer wishes to maintain an interest in a specific data item.

Parameters The LOWORD of IParam contains a global handle to a structure of defined as:
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typedef struct: {
OBJECTNMIE referoeflame;

WORD deetination'reg;
WORD fieldId 3
DATAOOUPLE i

typede DATRCOUPLE FAR *LPDRTROOUPLE:

refereehlame is the PARAMETER scope name of the object that is currently

interested in this particular data item.
destinationTag is not used.
tleidld is a local reterence to the data item of interest.

Return Value The LOWOFID ot the return value should be set to TRUE to indicate success.
otherwise it should be set to FALSE. The HIWORD is not used and should be set to
zero.

User Session

This section will describe a user session showing:
i) how a task is configured using the system;
ii) use of the system to pertorm the task;
iii) changing the task configuration.
As will be described, a system according to the present invention is not 'moded‘ as such in that

configuration 01 a task and execution ot the task happen at the same time.
Figures 6 to 4B show example screens from a computer system embodying the present invention. In

each case, the top level NewWave Office window is shown together with any additional windows. The
components such as the menu bar. scroll bars etc of a window are widely tamiliar and were referenced in

Figure 2 and will not be given new reference numbers except as required for the purposes of the
description. The cursor is shown as an anew throughout and will not be given a reference number.

Figure 6 shows the NewWave Office windOw 100 in which the item 'Objects‘ has been selected from
the menu bar 102 and the 'Create a New' option has been selected from the resultant drop-down menu 104.
This causes a 'Create a New' windOw 106 to open as shown in Figure 7 which reveals five species of object
which can be created:

Lockable Folder 108 (not relevant to this invention)

Configurer 110
Executor 112 (Activity Object)
Expense Form 114 (Mobile Object)
Container 116 (Activity Object}

The user selects the Configurer Object. which is consequently highlighted. and is invited to supply a title tor
the object to be created in the box 118. The user is also invited to contirm the selections made in the

window 106 by selecting an 'OK button' 120 or can cancel previous selections using a ‘Cancel button' 122
or can select the Help menu using a 'Help button' 124. A further hex 126 is available to permit
customisation of icons but its title 128 is shown greyed out because the selected object cannot be
customised in this way.

Figure 8 shows the NewWave Office now containing a newly-created Contigurer Object 130. The
Configurer Object is opened resulting in a window 132 displaying a menu bar 134 trom which the choice
‘Connectors' is selected as shown in Figure 9. This results in drop-down menu 136 from which the 'New
Pipe“ option is selected.

This results in the creation of a new Pipe Component 138 as a child of the Contigurer Object 130 of
Figure 8 as shown in Figure 10. The Pipe Component 138 has an input socket 140 and an output plug 142.
It is shown in Figure 10 with a central blob 144 the purpose of which is to indicate that the Pipe Component
13B is currently selected.

Figure 11 shews the effect of dragging the output plug 142 of the Pipe Component 138 which lengthens
the Pipe Component 138 whilst ieaving its input socket 140 in position.

Altematively, the Pipe Component 138 can be mowed in its entirety by selecting the body of the Pipe
Component 138 and dragging it to a new position as shown in Figure 12.

28
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In Figure 13 a NewWave text note 148 has been selected. This is copied by selecting Action from the
menu bar 102 of the windOw 100 and then selecting 'Copy' from the sub-menu options followed by 'Paste'
tour times to create four copies. These four text notes 148-149 are then entitled Test 1-Test 4 respectively
as shown in Figure 14 in the window 100. The text notes 148-149 are then dragged into the configure:
object window 132 as shown in Figure 15. The text note 146 entitled test 1 is then dragged until it is over
the Pipe Component 138 as shown in figure 16. Figure 1? shows that, once the mouse button is released.
the text note 146 moves towards the end 01 the Pipe Component 138. In figure 18. the text note 14? has
been dragged to the pipe component 138 and. once the mouse button is released, the text note 14? moves
to the end of the Pipe Component 138 behind the text note 146 as shown in figure 19. Figure 20 shows the
situation when all tour of the text notes 148-149 have been dragged to and dropped on the Pipe Component
138 and now form a queue at the end 01 the Pipe Component 138.

Figure 21 shows the effect 01 dragging the output socket 142 of the Pipe Component 138. The text
notes 146-149 remain on the Pipe Component 138. Figure 22 shows the effect of shortening the Pipe
Connector 138 which is to cause the icons for the text notes 146-149 to overlap. This shortening is achieved
by selecting and dragging the output plug 142 of the pipe connector 138.

In Figure 23 the Connectors option from the menu bar 134 of the window 132 has been selected to
show the drop down menu 136 once more. Again the option tor New Pipe is selected. Figure 24 shows the
new pipe component 158 just above the pre existing Pipe Component 138. Like the Pipe Component 138.
the Pipe Component 150 has an output piug 152. a body 154 and an input socket 156. Figure 25 shows the
Pipe Component 150 having been repositioned to the right of the Pipe Component 138 and lengthened by
selecting the output socket 152 and dragging that to the right. Figure 26 shows the input socket 156 oi the
Pipe Componem 150 having been selected and dragged to the output plug 142 of the pipe component 138
and dropped onto the output plug 142. This causes the two Pipe Components 138 and 150 to plug together.
accompanied by a colour change 01 the Connectors 142 and 156. Subsequently. as shown in Figures 27
and 28. the text notes 146-149 automatically move from the Pipe Component 138 onto the Pipe Component
150 to torm a queue at the end of the Pipe Component 150. When one of the text notes 14? is selected and
dragged off the Pipe Component 150. as shewn in Figure 29, the text notes 148 and 149 automatically
move up behind the text note 146.

In Figure 30 the 'Objects' option from the menu bar 134 has been selected to reveal a drop down menu
160 from which the 'Create a New' option has been selected. This causes a 'Create a New' window 162 to
open as shown in figure 31 revealing tive object types which it is possible to instantiate. These are:

Remove objects 164 (Activity Object)

Beeline 166 "

Notifer object 168 '

Router 170 “

Selector 172 "

The user selects the router object 170 and is invited to provide a title for the new object in the box 174. The

title chosen is "test router". The user is then invited to contirm the previous choices by selecting the "OK"
button 176. As described previously, 'Canoel‘ and 'Help' buttons 178 and 130 are also available as is a be):
182 for customising icons. The new router object 170 thus appears in the contigwer object window 132 as
shown in Figure 32. The router object 170 has three Connectors 184186. The Connector 186 is an input
Connector and the Connectors 184 and 185 are No and Yes output Connectors respectively. By selecting a
Connector and dragging it. the user can reposition that Connector as shown in Figure 33. The movement of
each Connector is constrained to be around the boundary of the icon 01 its parent object only. The final
chosen positions 01 the Connectors 184486 are shown in Figure 34. Subsequently. the user causes the
creation of two further Pipe Components 188 and 190 by following the same process as described with
reference to figures 23-25. The Pipe Components 188 and 190 have input sockets 192 and 194 and output
sockets 196 and 198 respectively. The Pipe Components 188 and 190 are connected to the output
Connectors 184 and 185 of the router object 170 by dragging the input sockets 192 and 194 ot the Pipe
Components 188 and 190 and dropping them onto the Connectors 184 and 185 of the router object 170.
The process is illustrated in Figures 36—39 resulting in connection of the Pipe Components 188 and 190 to
the No and Yes output Connectors 184 and 185 of the router object 170.
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Next. the output plug 152 of the Pipe Component 150 is dragged onto the input Connector 186 of the
router object 170 as shown in Figure 40. Figure 41 shows the text notes 146.148 and 149 which were on the
Pipe Component 150 automatically flowing through the router object 170 and onto the Pipe Component 190
connected to the Yes output Connector 185 of the router obiect 170. The configurer object is then emptied
by selecting each object in turn and deleting it using the Edit menu. the delete key or the delete sub-menu
item in the Contigurer wind0w 132.

Figure 42 shows the selection of a replicator object 200 from the main window 100 and this is then
dragged into the configurer object wind0w 132 as shown in figure 43. Connectors are not features included
in the NewWave software which is why only the icon of the replicator object 200. and not its output
Connector. is seen in the main window 100. The replicator object 200 has a single output Connector 202. A
Pipe Component 204 is created as previously described and is connected to the output Connector 202 of

the replicator object 200 by dragging the input socket of the Pipe Component 204 over the culprit connector
202 as shown in Figure 44. The replicator object 200 is opened by selecting it and this causes the
appearance of a further window 206 in Figure 45. A text note 208 is dragged into the replicator object
window 206 from the main wind0w 100. The function of a replicator object is to duplicate objects inserted
into it. Therefore. the replicator object 200 proceeds to send copies of the text note 208 through its output
connector 202 onto the Pipe Component 204 until the Pipe Component 204 is full with three text notes 208-
210 as shown in Figure 46. Dragging one 01 the text notes 208-210 from the Pipe Component 204 results in
the replicator object 200 sending a further text note 212 onto the Pipe Component 204 as shown in Figure
47.

As shown in Figure 4B. lengthening the Pipe Component 204 increasing its capacity to five text notes
results in two further text notes 214 and 216 being produced by the replicator object 200 and passed onto
the Pipe Component 204.

Claims

1. An object based-computer system comprising means for storing objects. handling inter-object mes-

saging and object processing and a graphical user interface for representing objects to a user
comprising:

a first class of object (38) for holding user data and/or performing an application-level function and
which is capable of maintaining references to another object;

a second class of object {50) for acting as an intermediary between two objects of the first class so as
to transfer another object (46) between the two objects of the first class:
a user interface enabling a user to select objects of the first class {38) and to link these together using
objects (50) of the second class in order to configure a user-defined task, and
means for transferring objects (46) between objects (38) of the first class via objects of the second

class (50) in a manner so that the progress of such transfers is indicated graphically to the user.

A system according to claim 1 comprising a mechanism for recognising user input events concerning
the intermediary objects [50) and for responding to such events whiist user-defined tasks are being
performed

A system according to any preceding claim wherein an intermediary object (50) is configured also to
accept an object (48) to be transferred between two objects of the first class directly as a result of a
specified user action.

A system according to any preceding claim wherein an intermediary object (50) is configured so that an
object (46) can be removed therefrom by a user.

A system according to claim 1 comprising means for animating the display of the progress of

transferring an object (48) via an intermediary object (50).

A system according to claim I wherein an intermediary object {50) is configured for holding a plurality
of objects (46) at one time.

A system according to claim 1 comprising a plurality of intermediary objects (50) having standardised
behaviour.
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8. A system according to claim 1 configured so that the transfer of objects (46) via an intermediary object
(50) proceeds as a background task whilst other operations are being performed.

9. A system according to claim 1 wherein one or more classes of object is designed to support at least
5 one generic semantic “I'lteriace enabling persistent coupling between two objects which both support

the same generic semantic interface.

1|]. A system according to claim 9 wherein the capacity for a persistent coupling is represented to a user
by a connector (52, 53) associated with an obiect as visually displayed.
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